






























CFPP / FAME PRESENTATION
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WHAT IS CFPP?  : COLD FILTER PLUGGING POINT

◼ CFPP is part of EN590 Derv specification;

◼ Derv: Diesel Engine Road Vehicles

◼ Diesel : Generic term for Gas oils and derv

◼ Standard method is IP 309 or equivalent EN116

◼ Sample is cooled progressively in a bath at -34° and at 

every degree the sample is passed through a filter of 0.45 

microns, 45millionths of a meter, or thousandths of a 

millimetre, pore size. The time is taken to do this exercise.

◼ When the time exceeds 60 seconds the start temperature 

is considered to be the CFPP.
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EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION
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FAME PROCESSING

◼ Raw materials 1st Generation:   Pure Vegetable oils

◼ Advanced Biofuels: Cat 1 Tallow and Used Cooking oils

◼ Chemically referred to as Lipids or Fatty acids

◼ Acids are chemically treated with Na or K Hydroxides and 

Methanol to change the acid portion of the Lipids to Fatty Acid 

Methyl Esters (FAME). Esters are a group of organic compounds 

that has the ester characteristic. O=C-O-R

◼ Similar to the brewing industry at this point after the business has 

taken place a whole reaction vessel of products, by products and 

unreacted raw product and chemicals are all in one mix. 

Separation must occur to produce a raw finished product.

◼ How is this achieved?
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VACUUM DISTILLATION

◼ We are all familiar with distillation processes. It has been 

used for centuries legally or illegally for alcohol production.

◼ The same principle applies here with one important 

difference. A vacuum is applied and this allows the product 

to evaporate and cool and condense at much lower 

temperatures. Water boils at much lower temperatures and 

at higher elevations due to a lower air pressure.

◼ Alternative separation methods are available such as 

centrifugal separators and possibly filtration systems but 

the most efficient is Vacuum distillation.

◼ In SGS OGC labs tar based products can be distilled 

under vacuum until nothing is left. Crude oils are regularly 

done this way.
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HOW GOOD IS VACUUM DISTILLATION

◼ As only pure product is evaporated, the contaminants are 

left behind due to the differing boiling points of different 

compounds. By setting the distillation unit to allow only the 

FAME products to evaporate this allows for the quality 

product that producers are interested in to be produced.

◼ The test results show very little of the contaminating 

compounds to a point of being undetectable ie <0.01%

◼ Glycerides and glycol are the main contaminants and 

these are kept below the maximum threshold.

◼ Vacuum Distillation is very good at achieving this.
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ISSUES WITH FAME IN DIESEL FUELS

◼ Cloud point the lowest temperature at which the first precipitates 

appear in any fuel product. 

◼ Cloud point is therefore the lowest temperature at which filter 

blocking issues will start to occur.

◼ CFPP temperature is lower than cloud as cloudy product will still 

pass through the filter (0.45 micron/ IP309) or 5 to 10 micron fuel 

filter on vehicles.

◼ CFPP typical FAME values are plus +10 to +15°C. See cert.

◼ This FAME is then blended with fossil fuels in delivering EN590 

fuel grade product to the forecourt.

◼ See finished EN590 cert.
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ISSUES WITH FAME IN DIESEL FUELS

◼ The Saturated monoglyceride content (SMG) of FAME is 

calculated from Cloud point, Monoglyceride content, and 

total Saturated fatty acid content.

◼ SMG content is also currently a calculated figure in EN590 

Fuel. It is envisaged that a laboratory method will be 

developed to estimate the content in the not too distant 

future. This is because SMG is a major concern for 

blocking filters.

◼ With very low SMG contents in FAME being diluted further  

in finished EN590 fuel it is then Cloud and CFPP that 

becomes the focus on finished product quality.
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DISCUSSION

◼ 1: CFPP can be high on the finished FAME product but 

blending will depress the CFPP value to an acceptable 

level in the finished EN590 fuel. The CFPP of the fossil 

fuel then becomes a critical concern when buying the fuel.

◼ 2: Companies regularly check that CFPP meets the 

seasonal changeover  criteria in October each year. This is 

on finished retail product available to the consumer.

◼ Any questions
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